
 

Paul Harris Presents First Hand/Rizer Double
Astonishments by Justin Miller/Eric Ross and B. Smith

Paul Harris Presents

DOUBLE ASTONISHMENTS

2 PHP BEST SELLERS FOR 1 GREAT PRICE!

FIRST HAND & RIZER

Justin Miller/Paul Harris

Eric Ross/B. Smith

Watch the Demo:

FIRST HAND

Justin Miller/Paul Harris

You bring out your wallet and remove four single dollars, fold them in half, and
place them onto ANYONE'S OPEN HAND. You can even wrap a rubber band
around the four dollars to keep them secure. Your own hands are empty. Your
wallet can be shown on both sides. The four dollars are in full view on her hand.
But when you gently tap her handful of four dollars... they INSTANTLY CHANGE
into FOUR HUNDREDS (Or tens or twenties). Your hands are STILL EMPTY...
your wallet can still be shown on both sides... and she can IMMEDIATELY
EXAMINE her four changed bills! You never have to touch the bills after they
change.

The moment the change happens, the deed is done and there is nothing else to
switch or steal! Change happens in full view on spectator's open hand.

Very, Very easy to do
No palming
You never have to touch the bills after they change
Changed bills can be immediately examined
Perform surrounded and in just about all conditions
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Re-sets in seconds
Works with most foreign currency
Customize your gimmicks for any bills in two minutes
Plus Two Big Bonus Effects

BIG BONUS #1

Justin Miller's No Gimmicks Bill Change: The NO GIMMICKS, No Palming,
Multiple Bill Change!

Just as flashy and easy as the other variations of the classic Pat Page effect:
Four ones visually transform into four other bills at your fingertips. But the NO-
GIMMICKS BILL CHANGE gives you the freedom to use whatever combination
of NORMAL UNPREPARED BILLS you happen to have in your wallet! All the
changed bills can be examined and used to pay for a purchase. You can even
borrow the dollars from your SPECTATORS to make the change!

NO GIMMICKS! NO SPECIAL BILLS! EASY TO DO!

Just a five second get ready with your NORMAL BILLS!

BIG BONUS #2

Justin Miller's Ka-Ching: Freedom to pay your tab by visually transforming your
STARBUCKS GIFT CARD into FOUR BILLS!

Complete with special First Hand supplies and Jam-Packed instructional
Download.

RIZER

Eric Ross/B.Smith

A Perfect effect has finally found a beautiful method!!

You DRAW a rough image of a deck of cards on your naked arm. Nothing else is
seen on your arm, except skin and ink.

Then, from out of the center of the hand-drawn deck, the inked outline of a single
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card visually rises out of the deck, along your skin, and then stops.

It's the spectator's card!!
She touches your arm, there's nothing there but skin and ink.

Nothing to hide, palm or steal. No plastic flaps, fake skin or extra pieces of
anything.

Can be performed completely surrounded. Your arm, ink, and the rest of your
body are 100% examinable.

From network magic consultants Eric Ross and B. Smith comes the perfect,
beautiful thing.

This is Rizer

Easy to Perform

Can be performed 100% surrounded
Resets in 30 Seconds
Includes a cool keychain case to hold the secret stuff.

REVIEWS!!!

REVIEWS FOR RIZER

"F... ING AMAZING"
David Blaine

"SO SIMPLE AND GENIUS"
Cyril Takayama

REVIEWS FOR FIRST HAND

"I think this looks superb! Always stronger magic if it's done in their hand. Will
definitely be picking this up. Well done, Justin!"
Christopher Congreave

Used mine publicly for the first time tonight, Justin, completely fried people with it.
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It's soooooooo cheeky!!!! This is definitely staying with me! Congrats on a great
product! I know all of us at the shop will be using it. Matthew was performing it to
the general public by 11 on Friday, an hour after they came in!
Marc Lavelle

"Mine arrived just this morning from the WMS in the UK...
"I love it!
"The effect is very simple, very clean and very visual - what more could you ask
for?
"The gimmick will take about 5 minutes (maximum) to make and then you are
genuinely good to go.
"There is enough materials enclosed to make around 4 gimmicks, so this gives
you the opportunity to make different gimmicks as you choose.
"The DVD is excellent - clear, concise, and detailed explanations of the set up
and handling, which in truth is very easy and simple and some really good
performance hints and tips from Justin, along with some great bonus materials.

"This is a real worker! You can carry it in your wallet and perform it impromptu.
Easy to perform, virtually instant reset and the magic happens in the spectator's
hands; hence, great for table hopping or in the street.

"I am both very impressed and very happy with the purchase. Due to its
simplicity, ease of performance and visual impact in the hands of the spectator,
for what it's worth, I give it a 10/10."
The Great Raymond

"Very impressed with this. This is something all workers will use. 5 mins
preparation and after a little practice -- not much if you perform regularly -- you
are good to go.

"This has been well thought out and obviously fully tested in the real world.
'Freedom Pack' was jaw droppingly good and so is this.

"Even without the gimmicked version, the many changes explained in the
impromptu routines are well worth the asking price and you also get 'Ka-Ching'
and the 'bill wrapped around the card' effect.

"These routines are easy to do, but the effect on a lay audience will be shocking.
This is the type of material you want when you are hired for 1.5 to 2 hours and
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you have to get around everyone and show really memorable strong stuff. No
fuss... just straight to the point.

"Excellent work, Justin. I predict that you will sell a lot of these."
Mike Donoghue
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